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A NEW SOLUTION FOR QSR’S  
POST COVID

“Today health and safety are paramount” 

 

InfiKIOSK touch screen is designed to inhibit the growth and 

spread of harmful bacteria. The powerful antimicrobial special 

handle process can protect customers and prevent the spread 

of pathogens. Our IPS touchscreens, in addition to having faster 

response times, can be fitted with a screen protector, protecting 

against spread of bacteria or pathogens.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the restaurant industry has 

gradually entered the age of digital ordering.  

COVID-19has demanded dramatic changes in 

the industry worldwide. Most operators have 

realized that digitally transforming their 

restaurant to be more tech friendly is a 

necessary investment in order to comply with 

new rules and meet new customer demand. 

Even though many major QSR’s such as 

McDonald’s, Burger King, Wendy’s, and Panera 

have already adopted self-service kiosk 

technology,  small and medium sized 

restaurants often do not fully  understand the 

benefits (eg return on the investment (ROI)) or 

know how to implement them 

 

There are many quantitative and qualitative 

factors to consider when it comes to 

determining the ROI of self-service 

technology. 

 

These factors include the number of kiosks 

needed at each location and whether the 

kiosk provider has durable hardware with low-

cost service plans. Another factor would be 

how a self-ordering kiosk system can 

gradually replace human labor and increase 

the average ticket size by 5% on average. On 

the other hand, without powerful predictive 

data analytics, it’s harder to quantify how to 

improve sales, decrease staff turnover and 

reduce food waste, the effect of employee 

efficiency and morale on sales. 

 

Therefore we will dive deeper into these 

factors while considering current industry 

statistics that tell us how the industry stands 

after the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Mcdonald’s© Self-Service KIOSK 
(Image from Bloomberg)

Panera Bread© Self-Service KIOSK 
(Image from QSR Magazine)
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LEADING QSRS HAVE AUTOMATED
Since implementing self-order kiosks in 2019, 

McDonald’s annual performance growth is at 6.5%, 

recording their largest sales increase in 7 years. At the 

end of 2020, McDonald’s plans to install the kiosk 

system in all 14,000 of their locations in the United 

states.  Early studies found that at their most successful 

kiosk pilot location, the average ticket from a self-

service kiosk was 30% higher than an order placed at 

the counter. Additionally, thanks to the automatic upsell 

features  incorporated into the kiosk software, 20% of 

customers who had not intended to order a beverage 

would buy one after it was offered on the screen. 

 

A 2017 Harvard business school study on QSR’s 

revealed one pizza chain found their increase in 

businesses was driven by customers’ desire to avoid 

negative judgment by order-takers regarding their 

eating habits. They found that after they introduced 

self-ordering solutions customers ordered higher-

calorie food, gave more special instructions, and 

purchased more extras and add-ons than those who 

ordered iwith a cashier or over the phone. 

Customized System for Hello Jasmine©, 
Designed and Developed by INFINET

A 2020 survey showed an increase in customers who prefer to order from a self-service  

machine, going from from 45% in to 82% . 
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CONSIDERATIONS 

During and after covid, an increasing number of customers will require contact-free service. 

InfiKIOSK’s IPS touch screen is designed to inhibit the spread of microbes, bacteria, germs, 

and pathogens. The powerful antimicrobial special handle process can help protect 

customers and prevent the spread of pathogens when they order on InfiKIOSK.

Market Demand and Trends

Social distancing has made contactless payment a must for any hospitality business.. Add to 

that the increases in labor costs, and a self-checkout kiosk like InfiKiosk is an attractive option 

for any restaurant. 

 

Self-order kiosks help reduce employee overhead. Kiosks  supplement cashiers during rush 

hours, and provide seamless transitions during shift changes. During off-peak hours kiosks  can 

easily handle all orders without human input, eliminating the need for a cashier when there is 

little business being conducted after the pandemic. No other  

traditional POS systems reach a similar level of automation.  

Kiosks are more scalable because  you do not need to hire  

and train employees.  

 

Kiosks will never take breaks, do not require employee  

benefits, unemployment, workers compensation,  

overtime, or raises.

Reduction of Labor Costs and Needs

InfiKIOSK MINI with 
 15.6“ HD resolutionDisplay

InfiKIOSK with 
 21.5“ HD resolutionDisplay
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Self-order kiosks provide a platform for faster 

turnover. For customers, this translates to 

shorter wait times in line to the point where 

lines almost disappear altogether. For 

businesses, faster orders being entered into 

the system translates to smoother operations 

and serving more customers. Businesses can 

then reallocate manpower to focus on 

improving other areas. Additional human 

resources can then be invested in improving 

quality control and service quality with 

contact-free service. 

Improved Efficiency

Customer is using InfiKIOSKin Juisy Fruit Tea

Restaurants also generate more revenue by 

increasing the average ticket typically by 15 to 

18 percent. In a study done by Harvard 

Business School, a beverage store increased 

their average ticket size from $9.27 to $12.61. 

Increase Revenue

Normally, it takes up to two years to recoup an 

investment in a POS kiosk. Although with 

InfiKIOSK, clients earn their investment back in 

as little as three months, as their cost of labor 

is greatly reduced, coupled with the increase 

in the restaurant’s ticket sizes.

Return on Investment (ROI) Formula

ROI =
Cost of Investment

Final Value of Investment - Initial Value of Investment
x 100%

* FVI: Labor expenses saved in period

* IVI: InfiKIOSK expenses in period

* CI: All expenses in period



Self order kiosk orders are typically submitted more accurately because there is no interaction 

required between customers and cashiers, reducing the probability of error. It’s been proven 

that customers are happier with order consistency when entering orders on their own. Happy 

customers often translate into repeat customers.

Increased Quality Control / Consistent Orders
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“We would like to work with Infinet long-term and continue to use  

InfiKIOSK in our future locations.”

I Min L.
Business Owner of Hello Jasmine

Self Order Kiosk can allow employees to focus 

on providing better service to your customers, 

rather than focusing on taking orders. Kiosks 

can free up valuable human resources, 

allowing them to focus on tasks that depend 

more on human labor. Many millennial 

customers will often choose a self service 

kiosk, as they tend to feel kiosks enhance their 

experience inside the restaurant.A good kiosk 

interface allows the customer to expect an 

accurate order every time which will translate 

into repeat business.

Improved Customer Service

Customer Reviews about InfiKIOSK from YELP
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PARTNER WITH SQUARE
Most of the self-order kiosks that are 

available today are not made to be points of 

sale. So there aren’t many kiosk solutions 

available. Typically the kiosks that are sold 

today are designed to work only with a POS 

system of the same brand. Fragmentation is 

the result of POS companies making their 

products proprietary. Which will bring down 

the ROI since restaurant operators have to 

pay more to build up the KIOSK system(?) 

most POS companies make you buy all their 

hardware, increasing costs while reducing 

flexibility. However, it is difficult for one 

company to design everything perfectly at a 

high level to meet everyone’s needs. This is a 

big reason why companies choose certain 

specialities like catering to certain industries.

“The ability of Infinet to create 

an all-in-one self-ordering  

solution integrated with  

Squaure is very valuable to  

Quick Service Restaurants”

David Choi
Business Owner of Seoul Taco

Integrated with Square© Payment

InfiKIOSK has been designed to integrate 

with most of the major mainstream POS 

systems that restaurants and fast food 

businesses are using today Square right now, 

others in the roadmap, we can make it 

happen. Especially Square. 

  

Infinet is a preferred partner of Square, which 

brings with it many benefits. Merchants do 

not need to worry about transferring money 

as InfiKIOSK and Square’s API can be easily 

integrated. Which means the payment 

function is driven by Square more easily and 

conveniently. Best of all, because of the 

partnership, no additional hardware is 

needed when you purchase the InfiKIOSK. INFINET Long-term Partner
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CONCLUSION
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues, customers welcome this kind of digital transformation 

of the restaurant industry. Clearly, customer-facing technology such as self-order kiosks, 

digital signage, along with mobile ordering is destined to be part of the dining experience 

moving forward. 

 

Self service kiosks and digital signage solutions are here to stay. Don’t get left behind, let 

InfiKIOSK’s experience guide you in reaching your goals of reducing risk while increasing 

profits in the aftermath of the pandemic.

Business Partner:

Square Polsky Star Printer Google Firebase

Seoul Taco, Tsaocaa, Hello Jasmine, Elitea&Elitry, Te’amo, Living Water Tea House, Meet 

Noodles, Hunan Bistro, Big Boss Spicy Chicken, Juisy, 8A5E, A Place by Damao, Chengdu 

Impression,Szechuan Cuisine, Friend BBQ, POP KTV

Client with INFINET:
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InfiKIOSK

InfiKIOSK

Touch Screen

21.5’’ touch screen 1920*1080 full  
resolution and a 178° viewing angle

Barcode Reader

Reads 1D, 2Dmobile-phone screens 
and printed barcodes

Printer

Automatic cutter: Equipped Print  
speed: 150mm/s Max

Dimensions

Wall-mounted: 36×11×82cm 
(width×depth×height) 
 
Floor-standing: 71×63×166cm  
(width×depth×height)

Built-In SEIKO Printer Engine High-Quality Scanning Platform
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InfiKIOSK LITE

InfiKIOSK LITE

Touch Screen

G+G capacitive 
multi-touch screen

Bluetooth

Support Bluetooth  
2.1/3.0/4.0 
support BLE

Printer

Built-in high speed printer 
200mm/s

Dimensions

407mm*382mm*232mm

Upgraded Printing Technology  
Enhanced Printing Efficiency

Upgraded Screen Size 
Various Configuration Options


